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Enhanced Mishhuvurthyar

The Enhanced Mishhuvurthyar are a subset of the Mishhuvurthyar, similar in appearance to the
Advanced-Type Mishhuvurthyar though have a larger build and enhanced abilities.

History

After Kitsurugi Uesu -one of the creators of the Nekovalkyrja race- was accused of involvement with
Great Plague of YE 08, he left Yamatai and took a Uesu's Fleet with him. On the way he plowed through
countless Mishhuvurthyar in a bid to expunge them of his former home. The ploy worked, but with
consequences. By the time he had departed Yamatai, his fleet was depleted and the Mishhuvurthyar had
been pushed back with him. Since then, Uesu has been trying to rebuild his Empire within the Southern
Frontier while also

Description

First encountered in RP by Task Force 282 on Planet Kessica and are one of the Uesureyan Star Empire's
main enemies as well as a threat to the Star Army of Yamatai should they spread from his Southerly
domain.

Ketsurui Aiko was one of the first Yamataians to encounter an Enhanced-Type and immediately noted its
otherness.

Quote from YSS Kaiyō II Mission 26 pt. 1: Fuyubi
It looked like an Advanced-Type Mishhu and yet somehow appeared to be enhanced in some way, and
its ability to phase like the nigh-mythical Ghost Mishhu they'd encountered years ago aboard the first
Kaiyō brought some small amount of dread even to her battle-eager mind. That it was bigger than those
others, too, and filled up the corridor was no extra comfort.

Seconds later, the Mishhuvurthyar demonstrated its ability to rapidly kill and feed in a deeply visceral
and incredibly fast way.

Even Usada's sister was being dealt with in its own way as the opening between her Mindy's torso and
legs was being pressed into a beak within the belly of the beast. Slowly her innards were sucked out of
her and were helping to feed the Mishhuvurthyar's regeneration before the tentacles unfurled around
her quickly, discarding her dead body beneath it unceremoniously.

On the ground battle, Taiyou Hoshi's first experience with the Enhanced Mishhuvurthyar involved them
taking out Nekovalkyrja ground soldiers with its burrowing tentacles.

Quote from YSS Kaiyō II Mission 26 pt. 1: Fuyubi
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Her mouth fell, then she heard a terrorized call on comms, “It's coming from the ground!” \\She looked
at the source and saw why the Mishhuvurthyar had been plunging its tentacles into the ground: those
same ones were coming up all over the place, pulling Mindy down into the tundra in puffs of snow and
dirt. Within seconds, a dozen armors of Uesureyan and Yamataian forces had been pulled from the
battlefield.\\“So that's an Enhanced-Type Mishhuvurthyar!” Hoshi said breathlessly, thinking of Emperor
Uesu and his warnings just the day before. Informed firsthand of his deathless enemy made the sobering
reality of his enduring stalemate with the forces more navigable to the captain.

Usage

The Enhanced Mishhuvurthyar are a GM tool to be used as an elite unit and incredible threat within a
plot. They are not downed by bullets, aether weaponry, or even being cut in two. They are meant to be a
high level enemy that take critical thinking and problem solving to kill with the tools at one's disposal.

Abilities and Traits:

They have the ability to phase like a Ghost Mishhuvurthyar.
The ability to instantly regenerate (seen as flesh-colored sand pouring out of their wounds and
milliseconds later, the wound is repaired and chitin regrown).
Their tentacles can burrow into the ground and raise from it to catch unaware foot soldiers or even
those flying close to the ground.
They can grab prey with tentacles and bring them into their belly area, through a beak there where
they squeeze out the life. They then discard them, dead, and have either used the body as pure
sustenance or a vampiric form of healing themselves.
If they are grouped, they can freeze large groups of the enemy.
Many of their tentacles are extremely sharp and jagged, like the inside of a penguin's beak they
have hundreds razor sharp knife-like protrusions while other tentacles are lamprey-like suckers.
They have other known Tentacle-type of Mishhuvurthyar and lack all chemical types.
Enhanced Mishhuvurthyar do not lay eggs in their victims but lay eggs in moist environments and
provide sources of food to the developing offspring, more similar to how an Umbral would take up
the task.
More to be added.

OOC Notes

Ametheliana created this article on 2023/04/15 00:45.
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species
Species Category alien
Nanomachines Unknown
Symbiotics Unknown
Pharmaceuticals Unknown
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